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Part 1 – Setting the scene
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Introductions
Who are we?
What can we share with you?
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Reflections on asset management
As an asset manager, how have you responded to
extreme weather or changes in climate?

If things got worse, what would you do?
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Expectations for the day
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Climate change projections
Hotter

Bushfire

Fire season to start earlier and end later
Extreme fire days increase by 12-38% by 2020
and 20-135% by 2050

Drought

Decrease in average rainfall
Increase in severity and duration of droughts

(average
temperatures)

+0.6 - 1.0oC by 2013
+1.7 - 2.5oC by 2055

Extreme
temperatures

Number of hot days increase
Frequency of warm nights will increase

Drier
(average
rainfall)

-4.9 to 1.3% by 2030
-6.2 to -14% by 2070

Extreme weather
events

More extreme rainfall events
Less floods but more intense floods
Change in flood patterns

Summary of climate change projections for Melbourne’s EAGA region (CSIRO 2013)
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Climate change projections
Hotter

Bushfire

Increased bushfire frequency and intensity

(average
temperatures)

Increase in extreme fire danger days:
12-38% by 2020, and 20-135% increase by 2050

+0.8oC by 2030
+2.6oC by 2070

Drought

Increased occurrence of drought
Reduction in summer rainy days of 6% by 2030, 20% by 2070

Extreme
temperatures
Drier

More frequent hot days over most land areas
Increase in number of days above 35oC:
11 days in 2030, 20 days in 2070

(average
rainfall)

-4% by 2030
-11% by 2070

Extreme weather
events

More frequent and severe storm events
Increase in rainfall intensity during winter:
2.6% by 2030, 17% by 2070

Summary of climate change projections for Melbourne’s NAGA region
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The largest concern is in relation to
existing buildings constructed prior to
today's contemporary building
standards. These buildings are likely
to be vulnerable to current climate
hazard events, so would be even more
vulnerable when faced with more
severe future events.
If climate changes associated with a
high emissions scenario eventuate,
current BCA compliant buildings are
also likely to be at risk.
Under the high emissions scenario,
existing buildings would be even
more exposed.
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Climate change and buildings
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Part 2 – Foundation concepts

Building vulnerability method
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Typical Council building types

Structural performance
Thermal comfort
?
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Functional requirements of buildings
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Structural performance
Thermal comfort
Air quality
Sanitation
Power
Communications
Weather resistance
Fire resistance
Etc
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Functional requirements of buildings

Activity 1 – Importance of functional
requirements to building use
In groups, discuss / debate the following:
- Is thermal comfort more, less or equally important at an office
compared to a childcare centre? Why?
- Is power supply more, less or equally important at a
community hall compared to a leisure centre? Why?
- Is power supply more, less or equally important at a
community hall (that is also designated as a relief / recovery
centre) compared to a leisure centre? Why?

Share your answers with the group
14
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Functional requirements
Structural performance
Thermal comfort
Air quality
Sanitation
Power
Communications
Weather resistance
Fire resistance
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Building components
Walls
Roof
Windows
Floors
Foundations
Doors
Air-conditioning
Electrical Switchboard
Sewer
Water supply
Phone line

Activity 2 – requirements and components

For this workshop, we define
exposure as:
The extent that a building or
building component will
experience the effect of a
particular direct or indirect
climate driven event.
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Exposure
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Source: Planning for stronger, more resilient electrical infrastructure
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Exposure

For this workshop, we define
sensitivity as:
The extent that the performance
of a building or building
component may be
compromised by a particular
direct or indirect climate driven
event.
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Sensitivity
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Source: Flood Damage – Resistant Materials Requirements
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Sensitivity

Source: Flood Damage – Resistant Materials Requirements
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Sensitivity
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Break
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Part 3 – Guided vulnerability assessment
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Fitting the pieces together

Changing
climate

Exposure – site /
context
Sensitivity –
characteristics of
component

Importance of
functional
requirement to
building use
(Does the impact
matter?)

Vulnerability

Potential impact
on component /
functional
requirement
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Inner city childcare centre
1970s brick building built on
clay ground, with shallow
footings and a concrete slab
above. The walls have no
movement joints.
Metal finish corrugated roof
The building is naturally
ventilated using the windows.
It uses a Mitsubitshi ceiling
cassette air conditioning units
(model SLZ-KA50VA) – the
outdoor (heat rejection) unit
is located on the roof.
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An example building
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Formulating actions
Reduce exposure
Reduce sensitivity
Reduce importance of functional requirement to
building use
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Break
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Part 4 – Self assessment

4 hypothetical buildings
Community hall (growth area)
Social housing for elderly (inner suburb)
Council administrative office (anywhere)
Library (anywhere)
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Group discussion
What were the highest vulnerabilities for your
building?
What options did you consider?
How do the priorities compare between groups?
If all 4 buildings were in the same municipality,
what should Council spend money on?
How did you find the assessment process?
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Part 5 – Next steps
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Take home activity
Choose a building in your Council’s portfolio
Undertake a vulnerability assessment (see Part 5 in
workbook)
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Comprehensive assessment
Assess all components for all potential climate impacts

Understand importance of functional requirements to
building use

Estimate vulnerability

Develop prioritised actions
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Targeted by building use
Identify critical functional requirements to the
building's use

Assess those components that provide the critical
functional requirements for all climate events

Estimate vulnerability

Develop prioritised actions
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Targeted by climate event
Identify climate events of most concern (e.g. most
frequent, most severe, most different to historical
events etc)

Assess all components for the prioritised climate
impacts

Estimate vulnerability

Develop prioritised actions
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Take home activity
We will give you a call in the week of 9th Nov to see
if you need assistance – nominate champion for each
Council
In workshop 2, participants will be encouraged to
share experiences using your completed assessments
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